Education 2018

Western Australia’s hairdressing bible

revlon
professional
REVLON PROFESSIONAL Education is
the pillar to grow, both in life and professionally.
At Revlon Professional we truly believe that
continuously learning is the key to success in our
industry. With new techniques and amazing product
launches we are more excited than ever to share what
we have in store.
REVLON PROFESSIONAL is looking forward
to partnering with you for a year full of learning and
growth.

“You can never be

too over dressed or too
over educated ”

# RE VLONPROFESS IO NA LAUS T R A LIA

Save the date
The Style Masters Show 2018, your annual dose of styling, fashion and glamour, is almost
here. Enjoy the latest fashion trends and creative innovations along with the announcement
of the Style Master 2018 international contest winners and the global winner of the
American Crew All Star Challenge.
Join 5,000 of your hairdressing peers from over 44 countries celebrating the 10th anniversary
of Revlon Professional in the brand’s hometown of Barcelona.

Look

& learn

Come along for a look & learn session where you can sit down,
relax and be inspired by a REVLON PROFESSIONAL
GUEST ARTIST sharing their ideas and passion for our brands.
Whether it’s tips and tricks to create the perfect blonde, get insights
in the wonderful world of social media or just get inspired by one
of our seasonal collections - we’ve got it covered!

Blonderful

Collection classes

Blondes have more fun and with
blonderful you will be able to create
blondes that are out of this world. In
this interactive session you will learn
everything you need to know about
lightning and pastel toning.

Each year Revlon Professional
launches 2 fashion focused and
inspirational collections. With
comprehensive research from the
world leaders in fashion forecast, the
International Creative Team delivers
on trend styles that reflect current
and upcoming trends.

Be inspired by a Revlon Professional
guest artist creating signature looks
live on stage.
OUTCOMES:
« Maximize the full RP blonding
range

OUTCOMES:
« Gain insight how to translate
fashion trends

« Learn new toning formulations

« Understand how trends are
created

« Tips and tricks to create the perfect
blonde

« Learn new cut and colour
techniques

COURSE TYPE: Look & learn

COURSE TYPE: Look & Learn

COURSE DURATION: 3 hour
workshop 12:30pm – 3:30pm

COURSE DURATION:
9:30am - 12:00pm

RECOMMENDED FOR: 3rd Year
– Senior Stylist

RECOMMENDED FOR: 3rd Year
– Senior Stylist

INVESTMENT: $120

INVESTMENT: $80

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia

salonsuppliesaustralia

Creative

practical

NEW for 2018 is our BESPOKE BALAYAGE course that will help you create social media worthy
hair. If you are new to free-hand work our ESSENTIAL BALAYAGE class is a great introduction
before you take the next step to the ADVANCED BALAYAGE class exploring new ways of freehand
painting. These classes will make you into a free-hand painting wizard.

Essential balayage

Advanced balayage

Bespoke balayage

New to balayage and don’t know where to
start? This full day workshop will teach you
the fundamentals, focusing on precision
application to get you confident and ready
to paint.

In this class we focus on corrective balayage
taking your clients from dark to light, creating
seamless root shadow on blonde hair as well as
faux balayage/foilayage techniques.

OUTCOMES:

« Learn 3 new colouring techniques

« Discover 3 colouring techniques
« Gain confidence in free hand painting

« Gain confidence in colour corrective
balayage

In this session you will create a signature look
using all the knowledge from previous classes.
Combine foiling, balayage and freehand
techniques to create your own masterpiece.
In this small intimate class you will explore
the endless possibilities with the Revlon
Professional range.

« Tips and tricks of balayage and product
choice

« Maximize the full Revlon Professional
blonding and specialty range

COURSE TYPE: Full day practical workshop

COURSE TYPE: Full day practical workshop

« In-depth product knowledge for maximum
precision and application

COURSE DURATION: 9:30am – 4:30pm

COURSE DURATION: 9:30am – 4:30pm

« Become a balayage expert

RECOMMENDED FOR: 2nd year –
Senior Stylist

RECOMMENDED FOR: 3rd Year –
Senior Stylist

COURSE TYPE: Half day practical
workshop

INVESTMENT: $300

INVESTMENT: $300

OUTCOMES:

OUTCOMES:
« Complete a total look on a live model

COURSE DURATION: 9:30am – 3:30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: 3rd Year –
Senior Stylist
INVESTMENT: $300

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia
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Fundamentals
theory

Start your Revlon Professional journey with
FUNDAMENTALS to learn about the science of
hair and colour. Continue with NEW RECRUIT
to familiarize yourself with the REVLON
PROFESSIONAL range. Finally take the fear out of
corrective work with COLOUR PERFECT.

Fundamentals

New Recruit

Colour perfect

This course sets the foundation for anyone
new in the wonderful world of hair and colour.
With focus on hair and colour science as well
as understanding basic colour theory and
product knowledge this session will set you up
with the basic skills to start your hairdressing
journey.

This course is designed for anyone who hasn’t
experienced working with Revlon Professional
before. Discover how to utilise all the different
ranges in the best possible way. It’s the perfect
introduction for new staff members or a great
refresher for existing talent.

Clients change their colour by season.
Whether it’s a small adjustment to create
perfection or a dramatic change from black
to blonde, this session will take the fear
out of colour correction. You will gain a
complete understanding of all lightening and
darkening options.

OUTCOMES:

« Learn how to utilise the entire Revlon
Professional range

« Learn about the science of hair and colour
ingredients
« Get insights about undertones, colour wheel
and counteractive tones
« Understand the difference between direct,
semi/demi and permanent colour and when
to use each
COURSE TYPE: Theory
COURSE DURATION: 2 hour workshop
9:30am - 11:30am
RECOMMENDED FOR: 1st - 3rd year
INVESTMENT: Complimentary

OUTCOMES:

« Increased knowledge in how to use the
Blonderful lightening and specialty products
« Tips and tricks to unlock your creativity
COURSE TYPE: Theory
COURSE DURATION: 2 hour workshop
12:00pm - 2:00pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: Anyone new to
Revlon Professional
INVESTMENT: Complimentary

OUTCOMES:
« Understand the process of replacing
missing undertones when darkening
« Learn to avoid colour rejection and
unwanted tones
« Best product selection for ultimate control
and quality during the lightening process
« Tips and tricks to work efficiently
COURSE TYPE: Theory
COURSE DURATION: 2 hour workshop
2:30pm - 4:30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: 3rd year Senior Stylist
INVESTMENT: Complimentary

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia

salonsuppliesaustralia

@ A ME RI CANCR EWOZ #A M ER ICA N CR EWO Z

american crew
At AMERICAN CREW, our passion goes beyond
products. For more than two decades, we’ve had a
bigger impact on men’s hair than any other brand in
the world.
We’ve shaped the skills of thousands of stylists,
developed education based on men’s needs and we’ve
helped understand how men think and what they
want.
In 2018 we present a complete reworked education
platform with MMG, MASTER OF MENS
GROOMING. Take your barbering skills to a new
level with our STRAIGHT RAZOR workshop and
the newly combined COMPLETE METHOD 01
& 02, the “bootcamp” of men’s cutting.
We look forward to partnering with you in 2018.

Australian All Star
Challenge Winner 2017 - ben kane
Bring it all together to create your ultimate interpretation of the American Crew man.
Do you have what it takes to be the next American Crew all-star challenge global
champion? Spend a week with top grooming experts, perfect the American Crew
Menswork method of styling, and then go head to head in a fierce competition
with the best stylists in the world in Barcelona in June 2018.
Find out more atwww.americancrew.com/allstarchallenge

Straight

razor

Straight razor
OUTCOMES:

The MENSWORK™ SHAVE PROGRAM by American
Crew was created to better serve the total needs of todays
man. The shave program is centered on helping stylists get the
education, tools, product and inspiration they need to succeed.

« Understand how to approach a professional shave and application
« Proper handling of a straight razor
« Understand the method of American Crew shaving
« Apply shaving techniques on live models
COURSE TYPE: Demo and hands on
COURSE DURATION: Full day workshop 9:30am - 4:30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: Anyone wanting to add shave into their
barbering services.
INVESTMENT: $350 (charged at the time of booking)
NOTE: You must bring your own model

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia
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Master of

men’s grooming

American Crew Menswork’s newest curriculum, The MASTER OF MEN’S GROOMING consists of
10 Modern classic looks developed to meet men’s needs and individual style head on. The program teaches
core barbering and hairdressing concepts with refined styling techniques to bring precision and confidence to
American Crew stylists, and deliver a high-quality, consistent result to their clients around the world.
COURSE TYPE: Demo & hands on
COURSE DURATION: 9:30am - 4:30pm (each day)
INVESTMENT: $300 (per day)

Clipper full day

Razor full day

Shear full day

Multi-tool full day

American Crew’s Master Of Men’s
Grooming Full Day Clipper Course
has a strong focus on clipper over
comb and freehand clipper techniques.

American Crew’s Master Of Men’s
Grooming Program is proud to
present a day with the feather razor as
our hero tool. Learn to create support,
direction and texture with this multi
purpose tool

American Crew’s Master Of Men’s
Grooming Full Day Shear class,
focuses on 3 haircuts using the scissor
as the primary tool. Along with styling
techniques to bring precision and
confidence to stylists.

American Crew’s Master Of Men’s
Grooming program is bringing you a
taste of all the courses in this Full Day
Multi Tool Course.

OUTCOMES:

OUTCOMES:

OUTCOMES:

« Learn 3 MMG classic haircuts The Long American, The Rebel and
The Crop

« Learn 3 MMG essential looks The Executive, The University and
The Short American

« Learn 3 MMG haircuts The Executive, The Pompadour and
The Crew

« How to purposefully create shape
using a razor

« Classic American Crew Silhouettes

« Understanding your tool of choice

« The importance of maintaining
male specific shape in longer lengths

« The importance of maintaining
male specific shape in longer lengths

« How to purposefully create shape
using a shear

« How to purposefully create shape
using a shear, clipper and razor

« Product performance and styling tips

« Product performance and styling tips

OUTCOMES:
« Learn 3 MMG haircuts The Pompadour, The Crew and
The Boxer
« Learn control through clipper work
« Learn freehand fading techniques to
tailor the overall design
« How to purposefully create shape
using a clipper
« Product performance and styling tips

« Learn to recognise the effect the
razor has on a haircut
« Manipulate hair direction and
elevation using a razor
« Product performance and styling tips

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia
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Expand your skill set with a focus on
the shear, clipper and the razor.

Americana Collection

Americana

collection

OUTCOMES:
« Advanced razor usage to create elevation/
separation and direction.

The 2018 AMERICANA COLLECTION serves as a statement
for the American Crew man that wants to be the leader of the
future trend in mens hair. Meticulous grooming is replaced with
textural length, and a lived in brand of styling that supports the
message of the collection. The Americana Collection is about
longer shapes with loosely sculpted texture that defy gravity using
new and innovative products.

« Creative techniques to enhance your knowledge
when working with longer lengths.
« Appropriate product applications and styling
options to enhance the Americana haircuts.
COURSE TYPE: Demo and hands on
COURSE DURATION: Full day workshop
9:30am - 4:30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: 3rd year Senior Stylist.
INVESTMENT: $300

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or
E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia
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Kevin.Murphy
Welcome to kevin.murphy Education. The
exciting world of editorial styling and runway shows
has never been more attainable for you and your
clients with the courses on offer from Kevin.
Murphy. A brand known for its high-performance
products and modern approach to styling hair,
Kevin.murphy can show you the latest trends
inspired by high fashion from around the world.
This year at Kevin.Murphy individual
expression permeates every level of education. We
aim to be aware of the uniqueness and individuality
of every person. One size no longer fits all. Our job is
to help clients navigate this change. Now is the time
to celebrate the colourful and eccentric nature that
we all have and with our education give you the tools
and knowledge needed to tailer each and every cut
and style you create to your clients’ needs. Fashion
is no longer just seasonal, it’s personal and has never
been more global. Let’s explore our self-expression
and break the rules – together!

#KEV INMUR P H Y

.

Style me ‘18

Blow.dry.One

Blow.dry.two

There are certain looks that will always remain signature to
Kevin.Murphy styling. This class will help you understand the
Kevin.Murphy tool range and styling products to create hair and
signature looks of Kevin.Murphy. This class is for those who
want to explore our tools and product cocktailing suggestions. You will
leave with a better understanding of the Kevin.Murphy approach
to hairstyles and explore modern setting techniques and fast up dos by
using Kevin.Murphy Sewing kits, curlers and wave
clips.

The blow dry is an essential part of the
KEVIN.MURPHY philosophy of
how to create beautiful hair.

Learn how to manipulate natural
texture using different products and
techniques to create your desired result.

« Learn the foundations of blow drying

« Push the boundaries when it comes to
breaking down a hairstyle

OUTCOMES:
« Understand the Kevin.Murphy tool range and styling products to
create on trend hair and gain an understanding of
tHE CLASSICS
« This class is for those who wants to explore our tools and product
cocktailing suggestions to obtain a new finish.
COURSE TYPE: Hands-on workshop
COURSE DURATION: 9:30am - 4.30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: Stylists with a basic understanding of the
product range who are looking to enhance their styling services.

« Learn how to execute finished looks
for volume, smoothness and texture
« Use your round brush in multiple
ways to create a variety of textures

« Have confidence to approach a
particular style personalising it to
your clients’ individual look.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR:
Stylists with a basic understanding of
the product range

« Learn how to manipulate natural
texture using different products and
techniques.

COURSE TYPE: Hands-on workshop
COURSE DURATION:
9.30am – 1.00pm

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR:
Stylists who wish to learn new blow dry
techniques

INVESTMENT: $175

COURSE TYPE: Hands-on workshop
COURSE DURATION:
1.30pm – 5.00pm
INVESTMENT: $175

INVESTMENT: $295

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia
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Collection ‘18

Inspire.me ‘18

True cover hair needs master finishing. In ‘Come as you
are’ we wish to explore the individual expression that
you and your clients crave. The idea of seasonal trends is
no longer relevant and one size no longer fits all. Yves
Saint Laurent famously said, ‘fashion fades, style
is eternal’. That’s why this year we are giving you the
tools to navigate style and looks that can be tailored to
any client’s need. With inspired shapes and techniques,
yo will be able to find a new direction and respond to
the revolutionary change within fashion today. Taking
influences from Memphis Design and Comme
des Garcons, we are going to explore how to
understand this shift in fashion and celebrate the unique
nature that we all share. Rolls, knots, pleats, texture and
wave all at hand for your personal repertoire.

Enjoy the experience of having a tailor made
inspirational session designed for your team only!

OUTCOMES:
« Stylists will explore modern texture, individual
movement and learn how to create them. They will
gain a strong understanding of advanced finishing
techniques and learn how to use product to create the
ultimate finish. You will leave the class with 4-5 cover
techniques, that demonstrate how to create the perfect
textures for 2018, including down and up hair.
COURSE TYPE: Hands-on session
COURSE DURATION: 9.30am - 4.30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: Passionate stylists who would
like to recreate editorial styling. Enhance your learning by
completing the style.me and blow.dry 1 and
2 course before attending this class.
INVESTMENT: $175

OUTCOMES:
« Have a clear understanding of how to break down a
style and personalise it for your clients
« Build your understanding of how to use the range in a
new and fresh way
« Gain extensive knowledge around the brand to increase
client loyalty and sales.
COURSE TYPE: In Salon Look and Learn
COURSE DURATION: 1.5 hour event
INVESTMENT: $300 (Prices may vary for regional
areas)

Cut.Me straight edge ‘18

Cut.Me curved ‘18

Cutting a true straight line is never as easy as it
seems. A fundamental experience with a straight
scissor that is inspired by the Kevin.Murphy
philosophy of cutting hair. Great for a new stylist
or anyone craving an update or anyone that
trains salon team members. Learn to renew your
skills in body position, projection and sectioning
to strengthen your hair cutting expertise. The
cut.me straight.edge techniques will
expand your proficiency and open your eyes to a
new approach to precision cutting. You will learn
technical proficiency, parting and sectioning and
understand how natural texture affects the result
and movement of hair. Gain exposure to cutting
with purpose.

A blend of precision and free form techniques. Enter the age
of the haircut! More and more, people are exploring different
shapes and textures to navigate what’s happening in fashion.
Engage in a full-day interactive workshop using the Kevin.
Murphy curved.scissors. Today’s client deserves
a cut as unique as they are. We are exploring that ‘Come as
you are’ attitude to give you the tools to navigate the age of
personalisation in fashion today. With influences ranging from
Comme des Garcons to Memphis Design,
we give you a range of techniques and sectioning patterns that
will unlock your potential ad blow your mind!

OUTCOMES:
« Learn to refine your skills in body position,
projection and sectioning. The purpose of this
course is to strengthen the foundation of your
approach and your skill to produce quality
haircuts with a straight scissor.
COURSE TYPE: Hands-on workshop
COURSE DURATION: 9.30am - 4.30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: Stylists who are
looking to enhance their skill level in hair cutting
with a straight scissor. This class is the perfect
foundation before entering the cut.me
curved class.
INVESTMENT: $350

The curved.scissors was specifically designed
to cut more movement and shape into the hair at the same
time as removing length. It allows you to unlock, enhance or
control nature texture as desired. You will emerge with a clear
understanding of the infinite possibilities of line, form and
texture. A blend of prevision and free form techniques that
will revolutionise the way you think about haircutting and give
your clients the need to return to you time after time. Sharpen
your mind and come armed with your creativity!
OUTCOMES:
« Learn how to cut to the curve of the head and understand
the natural texture and movement of hair. Understand
precision and free-form styling, building on your existing
hair layering skills.
COURSE TYPE: Hands-on workshop
COURSE DURATION: 9.30am - 4.30pm
RECOMMENDED FOR: Stylists who want to push the
boundaries of hair cutting techniques
INVESTMENT: $350

#KEV INMUR P H Y

Kevin.Murphy
KEVIN.MURPHY SESSION.SALON
is a program like no other. We believe that the
SALON is a FASHION SHOW everyday and
clients are the SUPERMODELS. Throughout
the SESSION.SALON journey, the SALON.
STYLIST will learn what it takes to become a super
stylist and explore the parallel lines between the
editorial world and the salon. SESSION.SALON
is the key that unlocks the world of KEVIN.
MURPHY – aspirational to stylists, inspirational for
your salon and attainable for your clients.
From SESSION to SALON…

Session

salon

One THE.START

Two BACK.STAGE

Three THE.BRIEF

Graduation

Get first-hand knowledge about
what it takes to be a member of
the SESSION.SALON team.
Learn the KEVIN.MURPHY
brand philosophy and gain extensive
product knowledge. Discover the
secret of asking the right questions
to uncover your clients ultimate hair
wants, needs and dreams. Learn how
to maximise the use of the KEVIN.
MURPHY tools to expand your
skills.

Understanding product is the key to
unlocking your clients’ needs and
achieving their desired finish. Just
like working backstage at a fashion
show, you need to know exactly
how to apply a product and how it
is going to perform. And then it’s
show time! Learn how to cope with
the demands of a high-pressured
environment where your ability to
listen, knowledge and timing will
either make or break you!

Understanding product is the key:
You’re now ready to unleash your
newfound creativity onto the world!
Your final challenge is to create a new
KEVIN.MURPHY look on a live
model and present it to your peers and
guests at an intimate cocktail party.
Invite your salon team members to
see you demonstrate the skills you’ve
learnt over your SESSION.SALON
journey and to see you graduate.

OUTCOMES:

OUTCOMES:

Understanding the requirements of
a brief is a crucial step in any styling
process, from a client in the salon
chair to a model at a photo shoot
or runway show. This session takes
you through the process of breaking
down a brief and explores how to
identify seasonal fashion trends
that you can share with your salon
team and clients. The day includes
storyboarding a concept, following
a brief, developing a look and
showcasing it to the class.

« Introduction to KEVIN.MURPHY
and SESSION.SALON

« Explore hair textures and product
matches

« Gain extensive product knowledge

« Discover the importance of timing,
team work and planning

« Learn how to diagnose different
hair types and recommend the right
product

« Understand the importance of
sticking to the brief

« Understand how to use KEVIN.
MURPHY tools to create a variety
of textures.

« Learn current runway looks that
your salon clients will love.

COURSE TYPE: One-day workshop

COURSE DURATION:
10.00am – 3.00pm

COURSE DURATION:
10.00am – 3.00pm

COURSE TYPE: One-day workshop

OUTCOMES:
« Learn the importance of a thorough
consultation
« Unlock your creativity by creating a
mood board
« Create your own KEVIN.
MURPHY look and match
products to complete it
« Present your themed concept to the
class.
COURSE TYPE: One-day workshop
COURSE DURATION:
10.00am – 3.00pm

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia

salonsuppliesaustralia

OUTCOMES:
« Fine tune your communication
skills
« Gain confidence in presenting
« Create your own KEVIN.
MURPHY inspired look on a live
model
« Become a KEVIN.MURPHY
SESSION.SALON GRADUATE.
COURSE TYPE: Day session
followed by evening presentation
session
COURSE DURATION:
Day session 1.00pm – 5.30pm
Evening presentation session
6.00pm – 8.00pm

Eleven
Australia
ELEVEN Australia EDU POP UP
EDUCATION brings you a fresh and unique
approach to education. Developed by
Co-Creative Director, Joey Scandizzo,
and led by his team of ELEVEN Australia
EDU ambassadors, you will learn commercial
trends that are relevant to today’s fashion and your
salon clientele.

#ELEVENAUS T R A LIA

New 2018 Cutting

Collection MODERN LOVE

Pop Up Cutting #5
Medium to long haircuts,wearable hair that has
a modern perspective on what is happening right
now. Giving everyone the opportunity to love
their look and own their views.
OUTCOMES:
« Learn ELEVEN Australia 2018
signature cutting styles for medium and long
hair
« Learn contemporary looks that are modern and
relevant today
« Build your confidence with a step-by-step
approach to haircutting
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: Stylists
interested in a new approach to cutting fresh looks
COURSE TYPE: Hands-on cutting workshop
COURSE DURATION: Three-hour POP UP
cutting workshop
INVESTMENT: $250 (includes mannequin head)

MODERN LOVE COLLECTION are cutting workshops that explore haircuts
of varying lengths and is our interpretation of ‘the now’ in hair and what we ‘love’.
It’s youthful, fresh and romantic. Celebrating soft rounded shapes, wearable styles
that will instantly connect with your salon clients.

Pop Up Cutting #6

Pop Up Styling #2

Learn shorter haircuts for guys and girls that are
wearable and uniquely individual with a modern
twist. Giving everyone the opportunity to love
their look and own their views.

Through the ELEVEN Australia Pop
Up Styling #2 workshop you will explore
hairstyles that are in high demand. From a
minimalist wave, to the modern ponytail we finish
with the ultimate double knot. Cool looks to share
with your salon clients and to add to your swag of
modern up styles.

OUTCOMES:
« Learn ELEVEN Australia 2018 cutting
styles for shorter hair
« Learn contemporary looks that are relevant
today
« Build your confidence with a step-by-step
approach to shorter haircuts

OUTCOMES:
« Learn three styles you can adapt for wedding,
formals and up styles
« Learn the latest trends in hairstyling

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: Stylists
interested in a new approach to cutting fresh looks

« Further your knowledge of the ELEVEN
Australia styling range

COURSE TYPE: Hands-on cutting workshop

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR: Stylists
interested in developing modern long hair
styling skills

COURSE DURATION: Three-hour POP UP
cutting workshop
INVESTMENT: $250 (includes mannequin
heads)

COURSE TYPE: Hands-on styling workshop
COURSE DURATION: Three-hour POP UP
styling workshop
INVESTMENT: $200

For more information or to book, please contact Salon Supplies Australia T: 08 9249 9066 or E: education@salonsuppliesaust.com I www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Salon Supplied Australia Education can be booked with a Salon
Supplies Australia Business Consultant, Technical Educator or by
calling the Salon Supplies Australia Education Department on
08 9249 9066. Bookings can be placed on your account or by
redeeming Salon Supplies Australia Education Vouchers. Prepayment at time of booking for non-Salon Supplies accounts are
essential. When booking via Salon Supplies Australia Education
Vouchers, the salon must produce the vouchers at the time of
booking or charges will be placed on account. NO CREDIT WILL
BE ISSUED IF VOUCHERS ARE RECEIVED AFTER THE
CLASS HAS BEEN RUN. Education Vouchers CANNOT be used
for events, including Look & Learns and/or Business Education.
Salon Supplies Australia Education will be confirmed and charged 3
weeks prior to scheduled classes being run.
Events held by Salon Supplies Australia such as Look & Learn
evenings WILL NOT be confirmed via the telephone. At the time of
confirming your attendance, an invoice is processed for all charges
for the course. After a student has been confirmed as attending a
class, NO refunds are available. Should a student be unable to attend
a class and provides 5 working days notice, they may transfer to
the next availabe class. (EXCLUDES LOOK & LEARN EVENTS,
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND AMERICAN METHOD
CLASSES). If another class of this type is not being held, a similar
class transfer can be made. If a student is a NO SHOW on the day
of the class or look & learn, the changes MUST be paid and no
transfer will be issued. In the case of a student being too ill to attend
a class or Look & Learn, salon owners MUST place this detail in
writing to the Education Department within 5 days after the class or
Look & Learn has run in order to qualify for a transfer.

For more information or to book, please contact
Salon Supplies Australia Tel: 08 9249 9066 or
Email: education@salonsuppliesaust.com
www.salonsuppliesaust.com
salonsuppliesaustralia
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